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INTRODUCTION 
Let Sz = {l,..., a}, P = P(Q) = {S 1 5’ C Q}, and let 
v:P+W 
be a function on P satisfying 
v(m) = 0, (1) 
v(S) + v(T) < v(S u T) + v(S n T) (S, T E P). (2) 
Then v is called a convex set function. 
Convex set functions have been considered in a game-theoretical 
framework (see, e.g., [5-7]), h w ere they represent sidepayment games 
with “increasing marginal worth.” In a different context they are also 
called “alternating capacities of 2nd order” [l]. Denote by % the set of 
all convex set functions on P. Then 0 is a convex cone with a compact 
(in R2”-l) basis 
El := {v j v E 0, v(Q) = 1:. 
Therefore it is natural to ask for the extreme points of a1 in order to 
obtain insight in the structure of Q. This question has also been raised 
in [7]. 
A set function 
is called additive (or a measure) if 
~(9 + CL(T) = 4s + T) (S,TEP,SnT= G) (3) 
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(we shall write S + T for 5’ u T if and only if 5’ n T = s). Let ‘3 
denote the set of measures and 
2l’ := (p / /.L E aI, p(Q) = I}. 
Note that every p E % is uniquely defined by its values pLi := I) 
(i E 9). 
If f : [O, l] -+ [O, I] is a convex function satisfying 
f(O)=O, f(l)= 1, (4) 
then, by 
v(S) := f(PL(S)) = f O PL(Sh 
an element v E Q? is defined for every p E W. The set of convex point 
functions f : [0, I] ---f [0, I] satisfying (4) is as well convex (and compact 
in a suitable topology), its extreme points are the functions 
and 
f”(t) := [l/(1 - a)](t - IX)’ (t E 10, 11>, (6) 
where 0 < cy. < 1 [we use the notation g+ := max(O, j3) for real /3]. 
Therefore one is lead to ask if it is possible to obtain extreme points 
of (X1 by selecting f o1 0 m (0 ,< (II < 1, m E 5%) and imposing additional 
conditions on m and 01. 
In [5] it has been shown that, as Q is replaced by a Polish space, P by 
the Borelian a-field, and ‘W by the set of nonatomic probability measures, 
then every eG : = f OL ~m(O<~<1)isextremein(51andforor<l the 
representation of eoL by m and 01 is unique, so that a set of mutually 
distinct extreme points is obtained. Our present problem, in a sense, is 
tantamount to the atomic case. Clearly we cannot expect to obtain the 
same result as in the continuous case, since there are certainly only 
finitely many extreme points in El; so either we will find different m’s 
and 01’s yielding the same ea = f u 0 m or certain combinations will not 
yield extreme points at all. 
As is easily seen, every f l o m is extreme in 02. Also it will turn out 
that f a o m is extreme if m is a uniform distribution and CII takes, roughly 
speaking, only values that are taken by m. In these two cases the atomic 
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case resembles the nonatomic one, which, after all, could be expected, 
since a nonatomic measure can be regarded as a “uniform distribution.” 
However, these are about the only similarities; the discrete case in 
general leads to quite different results. It is our aim to clear up the 
situation and to state necessary and sufficient conditions for m and 01 to 
generate an extreme f n 0 m E O1. 
1. REDUCTION 
Let 8 = (l,..., n}, m E ‘$I1 and 0 < a: < 1. Consider a convex set 
function 
e”=f”om= [l/(1 - u)](m - CX)+ ECl 
and define 
Qa = &(m) := {T E P(Q) I m(T) = a}. 
DEFINITION 1.1. 
1. i, j E Sz are said to be separated by QZa if there is a set S E Q,a 
such that 
iES,j$S or j E S, i $ S. 
2. The system 0, is said to be nondegenerate, if the linear system 
of equations 
(1) 
in the variables x1 ,..., X, has the unique solution Xi = 0 (i E 52). (1) is 
called the de$ning system (of ea), a term that will be justified by our 
following results. 
THEOREM 1.2. IfQw is nondegenerate, then ex is extreme in G. 
Proof. Assume w.1.o.g. that ea has a representation 
e” = $(u + v) u, v E Cl. 
Define $ E 41 by 
(2) 
fii : = u(Q) - u(S - {i}) = 1 - u(Q - {i}) (i E L?). (3) 
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1st step. We are going to show 
IfFEP, m(F) > CL, i$F, then ai = u(F + {i>) - u(F). (4) 
This is done inductively. If 1 F 1 = n - 1, then (4) follows from (3). 
Suppose that j F ( < n - 1 and (4) has been verified for all F’ such that 
JF'I > IFI + l.Using 
e&(S) + em(T) = ee(S U T) + ea(S n T) 
we obtain for i, j 4 F 
(4s n T) 3 4, (5) 
3 u(F + G>> + 4F + W 
= 2(+F + (i>) + @(F + (~2)) - v(F + Ci>) - W + (j>> 
3 2(ea(F + (i> + {j>) + eV’)) - v(F + G> + {iI) - 4F) 
= u(F + @> + {j)) + u(F). 
(6) 
Hence the “=” sign prevails in (6). By means of induction hypothesis, 
this implies 
,iZi = u(F + {j} + {i}) - u(F + (j)) = u(F + (9) - u(F); 
so (4) is proved. 
2nd step. We claim 
I f  m(F) > a, then @(Fc) = 1 - u(F). 
Indeed, using (4), we have for i, j ,..., k E Fe 
pi = u(F + G>> - u(F), 
$j = u(F + {i} + {j}) - u(F + (i>), . . . 
so adding up yields (7). In particular we have 
(7) 
P(TC) = 1 (TEQJ, (8) 
since u(T) = em(T) = 0 (T E QJ. 
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3rd step. Let c := a(Q); then 
c > 1. (9) 
For, if c = 1, then Fi = 0 for any i E T, T E Qw . Since QoI is non- 
degenerate, every x2 (i E Sz) must appear in the defining system (l), that 
is, every i E Sz is in some T E QU ; hence p, = 0 (i E Sz), which contradicts 
(8); thus (9) is true. 
Define p E Yt by 
p := [ci/(c - l)]jz. (10) 
Then p(T) = [a/(~ - l)] fi( T) = [OI/(C - l)](c - fi( T’)) = 01 (T E Qa), 
by use of (8). H owever, Qa being nondegenerate, (mi)iEn is the unique 
solution of the system 
which implies m = CL. From (10) it follows now that 
1 = p(Q) = [A!/(c - l)] ii;(Q) = cxc/(c - l), 
hence 
p = m = (1 -o$. (11) 
4th step. If m(F) < 01, then e”(F) = 0 and u(F) = 0, so 
P(F) = u(F). 
If m(F) 3 a, we have by (7) 
(121 
u(F) = 1 -/z(P) = 1 - , 1 -ymp)= 1 - &(l -m(F)) 
= ~4, (m(F) - cf) = e'%(F). 
Consequently (12) is true for m(F) > 01 as well and we have established 
that u = em. This means that (2) is the trivial representation and proves 
our theorem. 
COROLLARY 1.3. If m is a uniform distribution and 01 E (m(S) j S E P}, 
then ea is extreme in El. 
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Proof. Let C(m) denote the carrier of m, then 
m, = l/l C(m)I 
1 
i E C(m) 
2 0 i $ C(m). 
As 0 < OL < 1, clearly i~i j; Qa $ Q. For any i $ C(m), T E Qol we have 
Tu(i)EQ,, T - G) E Pa 
and hence 
implies xi = 0. Let T E Q2a , iE T,j$ T, i,jEC(m); then 
p := T - (i} + {j> E Qol 
and from 
it is seen that xi = xj , However, the role of i andj can be played by any 
two indices from C(m), hence xi = xi (i, j E C(m)) and &- xi = 
c ieTnC(nL) xi = 0 implies xi = 0 (i E C(m)). Thus Q2G is nondegenerate 
and ea is extreme. Q.E.D. 
Remark 1.4. Theorem 1.2 provides a sufficient but not necessary 
condition for extremality of e”. For instance, writing m as a vector 
Cm 1 ,***, m,) we find that 
j+ ((l/4> l/4, l/4, l/4,0) - 7/s)+ (13) 
is extreme (for n = 5) though QR = 0. For any T E P, T # 0, 
define er E a1 by 
e&s) :== 
I 
1 S>T 
o S$ T. 
Then eT is extreme in (X1 and, e.g., (13) equals et,,,,} , Note that any 
e E @, taking values 0 and 1 only, is necessarily an e, , for the system 
{S 1 e(S) = l> is closed under intersections and has a minimal element 
T such that e = er . For any er (I T 1 3 2) define m E W by 
1 
l/l T I iET m, := 
0 i#T 
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and let OL := (1 T 1 - 1)/i T 1. Then it turns out that 
er = f” 0 m = en. 
Moreover, using this representation we find that QLu = Qb(m) is 
nondegenerate. Th e crucial point is that now m,j < 1 - 01 (z’ E Sz), a 
condition that is violated in (13). The following two theorems illustrate 
that the situation described above is indeed typical for all extreme 
points f o1 0 m in G: by choosing m and a: “canonically” we can prove 
the converse of Theorem 1.2. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let e” = f  u 0 m E El, ea f  e(,} (z’ E Q). Then there 
exists p E W and /3,0 < /3 < 1, such that es = f @ 0 p and 
pi<l--p (i f  Q). (14) 
Given 01 and m, p and p are uniquely dejined. 
Proof. 
1st step. First consider the case that mi > a: for all i E C(m) holds 
true. Since ea # etij , 1 C(m)\ > 1 and for any two i, j E C(m) we have 
mi > N, mj < 1 - mi < 1 - 01 and mj > (Y, mi < 1 - mj < 1 - 01, SO 
the first part of the theorem is true with p = 01 and p = m. 
2nd step. We may now assume w.1.o.g. that n E C(m) and m, < N. 
This implies 
P(Q - {n}) < 1, eq{n>) = 0. (15) 
Define @ E 9I by 
pi := eJi(S2) - eu(SZ - {i}) = 1 - ea(J2 - {i>) 
As in the proof of Theorem 2.2 it is seen that 
(i E Q). 
and 
& = e*(F + (i}) - e”(F) 
/l(P) = 1 - eu(F) (m(F)= cx). (16) 
Next we check that 
p(Q) > 1. 
Hence 
that is, 
e* =fS 
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Indeed, since ea is convex we have 
/l(Q) = 1 - eU(Q - {I}) + 1 - ea(9 - (2)) + **. + 1 - e$Q - {n}) 
3 1 - e”(.Q - (1) - (2)) + *** + 1 - e”(Q - {n}) 
. . . 
> 1 - ea({n}) + 1 - ea(L? - {n}) 
> 1, 
in view of (15). Therefore 
P := wP)li2 P := kw) - ~l/iwa 
satisfypEW and0 </3 < 1. 
If m(F) > 01, then P(F) > 0; by (16) 
b(F) = 1 - em(F) < 1; 
hence 
g(F) > /q-Q) - 1, P(F) > uv> - wm = 8. 
Consequently, again using (16) we have 
1 
e&(F) = 1 - fi(F”) = 1 - 1 _ p p(P) 
=l- 1-p -L- (1 - p(F)) = & (P(F) - 8) = 
If m(F) < 01, then 
fi(Fe) = C (1 - e”(Q - {i}) > 1 - ea(LJ -Fe) 
iGFC 
= 1 -es(F) = 1. 
0 
[l/(1 - /3)]&(F) - /3)+ = em(F) = 0. Consequently we have 
p. Since 
~.= l-e~(Q-W) < 1 z 
P(Q) 
-=1-p, 
’ fw) 
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we have proved the first part of our theorem. The second part follows 
immediately: 
For any representation satisfying (14) we have 
P(Q - W) 2 P 
ex(.Q) - e2(s2 - {i}) = 1 - T- p L (&Q - {i>) - p) --_ L 
1 -P 
(i E Q). 
Summing over i E 9 yields 
1 - 6 = l/[&em(Q) - P(Q - Ii))], 
that is, p and /3 are uniquely defined by ea . Q.E.D. 
From now on we shall always assume that any f a 0 m under consid- 
eration is given in its “canonical representation,” that is 
nli < 1 - 01, m(Q - (i}) 3 a! (iE Q). 
Note that this excludes once for all any e(,) , since we assume 0 < 01 < 1. 
As far as the extreme points are concerned, this does not only yield a 
unique representation but also permits us to state the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let ea = f a 0 m E a1 be extreme (and “canonically 
represented” by m and a). Then Qa is nondegenerate. 
Proof. W.1.o.g. eX # eT (T E P) by Remark 1.4. 
1st step. We will first show that QU # Q . Assume that on the contrary 
Qu = a. Let TO be any set such that m( TO) > 131 and pick i, E TO , 
miO > 0. For sufficiently small l > 0 define measures p*’ E 91 by 
+t ._ Pi” .- mi,, + E; p:t :- nli (i E .CJ - {iO}). 
Since Qa = O, there is no S E P with m(S) = cy, hence for sufficiently 
small E > 0 
m(S) z a if and only if Pan z 01. (17) 
Therefore 
e” = 1 - OL 
-!l- (m - a)’ = ; (& (g - gt -t -11, (p - +) 
= 1 &2) - a (p’ ~ a)’ 1 p(Q) - a! (p-6 - LY)’ 
2 1 -a: @(Qn) - Q( +z 1 - 01 p-‘(Q) - 01 . 
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For small, E > 0, this is a “convex” representation of ea, hence 
(pe - a)‘/(p(Q) - cd) = (m - a)‘/(1 - a). 
Now, as m(T,,) > 01 by (17) and (18) 
bwcJ - 4/MQ> - 4 = [m(TcJ - 4/u - 4 
or, using i,, E T,, 
(18) 
m(To) - a+ E = m(T,,) - a 
1--ol+r 1-a . 
This implies m( To) = 1. Hence there are no sets S E P such that 
m(S) takes a value between 01 and 1. Hence ea takes only the values 0 and 
1. This in turn implies that ea = er for some T E P (Remark 1.4). This 
contradiction proves Qa # O. 
2nd step. Let us now check that Qo! is nondegenerate. To this end, 
take any solution x of the defining system, that is 
[p = “I,, . (19) oi 
If,forsomeiE~,mi=O,thenTu{i)EQ,,T-{(i)EQ,(TEQ,)and 
thus ?x?~ = 0. Consequently by 
phE := m & EL%, (20) 
measures CL*’ E 2I are defined if E > 0 is sufficiently small. Obviously 
pfr(T) = m(T) f E%(T) = m(T)= a! P”EQJ 
by (19), therefore we have for small E > 0 
m(S) Z 01 if and only if p*‘(S) z 01 (SE P). (21) 
From (21) it is readily concluded that 
e” = z 
1 &sz) - 01 (p-’ - a)’ 1 P(Q) - 01 (PE - 4’ + z 
1 - 01 ,y2) - 01 
1 _ 
a! p-‘(Q) - 01 * 
This in turn implies 
(P - 4’ (m - ci)+ 
p(sz)-a=-l-c% (22) 
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since eu is extreme. Take any i E Q. Then m(s2 - {;}) > 01 (“canonical 
representation” of ea = fa 0 nz). From (21) and (22) we have therefore 
p’(Q) - pie - a _ 1 - ?rzi - 01 
&2) - 0: - - 1 - ry. -’ 
(iEQ) 
that is, 
(23) 
Summing up over i E T for some T ECI, we obtain, observing (21), 
a! PL”CT) m(T) 01 
&Q) - OL = p(Q) - a 
= - = 
1 - 01 T=G ’ 
which implies pE(LI) = 1. From (23) it follows that pi’ = mi (; E D) and 
from (20) Ye = 0 (i E a). Hence the defining system of ea has only the 
trivial solution and QW is nondegenerate. Q.E.D. 
Given em = f a 0 m, let 0 < w1 < .** < w, be an increasing enumeration 
of the values {mi 1 mi > 0, i E Q}. Define 
Then an equation 
can be rewritten according to 
This motivates the following definition. 
DEFINITION 1.7. The linear system of equations 
(24) 
in the variables y1 ,..., yr is called the reduced defining system (of eN). 
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THEOREM 1.8. e* = f fi 0 m E G? is extreme if and only if the following 
conditions are satis$ed 
1. If mi = mj (i, j E Sz, i + j), then i and j are separated by Qol 
(cf. Dejinition 1 .I). 
2. The reduced dejining system (24) has the unique solution rp = 0 
(1 G P < r>. 
Proof. Suppose the conditions 1 and 2 are satisfied and let (%&sR 
be a solution of the defining system (1). Let i E r;L>. Clearly Z~ = 0 if 
mi = 0. If mi > 0, then i E K, for some p, 1 < p < 1. Using condition 2, 
we find T E Qza such that T n K, # 0. Therefore either i E T or there 
is jET, jEK,, j#i;, that is, T’:= T-{j}+{i}EQ,. Hence the 
variable xi appears in the defining system (1) for all i E &?. Using con- 
dition 1, one establishes %i = gj if mi = mi , therefore all %$ (i E KO) 
have the same value, say P, . But since 
o=pi=i c ~~=~,TnK,,z, 
ieT ~1 isTnK,, &I=1 
we see that ,Zp = 0 (1 < p < r), by condition 2. Hence 4 == 0 (i E L?) 
and Qiy is nondegenerate. According to Theorem 1.2, eW is extreme. 
For the converse direction of the proof note that any solution ( ~JIGpGr 
of the reduced defining system yields a solution (%& of the defining 
system by Z~ :== 70 (i E K,); then use Theorem 1.6. The separation 
condition is easily verified. 
Let us denote by J the set of integers. Consider any integer-valued 
ME ‘u and let h E J, 0 < h < M(9). Then the convex set function 
(M - X)+ E (E can be normalized to 
(M - A)+ I M x + -___ 
M(Q) - X = 1 - X/M(Q) M(i’2) ( M&9 1 
(25) 
M = f A/M(D) o ~ = 
M(Q) 
eA/MIQ) =. e” . . 
As it turns out, every extreme ea can be obtained from a suitable M 
and h via (25). 
THEOREM 1.9. Suppose ea = f bl o m is extreme in Cl. Then OL and 
mi (i E 1;2) are rationals and there is an integer-valued ME ‘%Y and a h E J 
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such that (25) is true. M and X are uniquely determined by the additional 
requirement that g.c.d. (Mi)i~n = 1. 
Proof. Take any nonsingular quadratic submatrix D of the coefficient 
matrix of the defining system (1). Denote by Di the matrix obtained from 
D by replacing the i-th column by a column of 1 ‘s. Then by Cramer’s 
rule 
m, = a(det Di/det D) = api (i E J-3, (26) 
where pi (i E 52) are certain rationals. From &R mi = I it follows that 
01 = I /xign pi is a rational. Hence by (26), mi (z’ E Q) are rationals. Let 
q E ] be such that Mi : = qmi (i E Sz) is an integer and define X := qa = 
LET m E I CT E ,OJ. Th en e3 = (M - A)+/[M(J2) - A]. Q.E.D. 
Remark 1.10. Given eR, M, h as in Theorem 1.9, note that M, (i E Ll) 
is the unique solution of the system 
where clearly 
Q, == QZn(M) := {T E P 1 M(T) = A} = {T E P / m(T) = a; = Q&n) = Qu . 
Now enumerate the positive ones of the values Mi (i E Sz) by 
0 <g, < ... <gr 
and observe that 
K, = {iED 1 m, = up} = {iESZ / Mi= g,> (1 < p e r). 
Then {K, ,..., K,} is a system of mutually disjoint subsets of D satisfying 
M(S) = i, I s f-l 47 I g,, (SE P). 
p=l 
Now let us take a different viewpoint. Let Y > 1 and suppose a set of 
integers (gJIGoGr , 0 <g, < --a < g, , is given together with a system 
{Kr ,..,, K,} of nonempty mutually disjoint subsets of Sz. Define an 
integer valued ME PI by 
M(S) := c I snmg,, (SEP) o=l 
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and write k, := 1 rC, 1 (1 < p < r). It is then our aim to find conditions 
for X E J and the k, (1 < p < r) such that Qn(M) is nondegenerate and 
hence M and h generate an extreme convex set function 
f 
M -1 
A’“(R) o J&Q) 
&/M(a) =: p 6 ($1. 
According to Theorem 1.8 it is sufficient to consider the reduced 
defining system together with a separation condition, that is, the g, 
(1 < p < r) should be the unique solution of the system 
Suppose it is possible to find integers a,,O > 0 (1 < p, (T 
A := (aou) is a nonsingular matrix and 
C aDog, = h (1 < (5 < r). 
p=l 
If, in addition 
; r) such that 
(27) 
then we may define sets TV E QA by choosing Too C K, such that 
I Too I = a,,O (1 < P, u ,< Y) and putting To := &I T,,o. The sets T” 
form a subsystem of QA . Therefore the linear system 
[$ TonKJy,=oll<uer 
is a subsystem of the reduced defining system of e” 
Since A = (a,O) = (I TV n K, I), det A f 0, the reduced defining 
system has the unique solution y0 = 0 (1 < p ,< Y). Thus, our program 
is as follows. In Section 2 and 3 we will treat the problem of finding 
nonnegative, integer-valued, nonsingular matrices A satisfying (27) and 
(28). In Section 4 we will summarize our results and show that the 
separation condition does not give additional trouble. 
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2. THE “MEASURE OF EQUAL STEPS” 
DEFINITION 2.1. Letg=(g, ,..., g,)andk=(K, ,..., k,)(r>l)ber- 
tuples of positive integers and let h be a nonnegative integer. 
1. h is said to have a nonnegative g representation (al ,..., a,), if 
a0 (1 < p < r) is a nonnegative integer and 
2. A nonnegative 
(g, k) representation, if 
is satisfied. 
g representation (al ,..., a,) of X is called a 
3. X is said to be (g, K) d a missible, if there exist r linearly independ- 
ent (g, k) representations (a,u ,..., a,“) of h (1 < u < Y), i.e., 
h = i a/g, ; O<a/<k,; det A # 0, 
0=1 
where A : = (a,O). Given g, k, A is referred to as a “representing matrix” 
for h. (Of course, A is in general not unique.) 
We shall use the notation G, := EL, k,g, (1 < p < r). 
Let d, := g.d.c. (g, ,..., gr). It is well known that h E 0 mod d, is a 
necessary condition for the existence of a g representation of h; it is not 
difficult to show that there always exist nonnegative g representations 
for all “sufficiently large” X, h = 0 mod d,-we shall make a more 
precise statement later. First we note the following “duality property”: 
LEMMA 2.2. Let r 3 2 and g, k, /1, G, be as in Definition 2.1; set 
A:= G,-A. Thenhis(g,k) d a missible if and only if ;\ is (g, k) admissible. 
Proof. Let A = (a,“) b e a representing matrix for X, put 
UP n” := k, - up0 (1 < p, o < Y); a := (ii,“), 
then a is a representing matrix for A. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let A be an Y x r matrix the row vectors of which are 
607/10/I-2 
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g representations of h. Let AP (1 < p < r) be the matrix obtained by 
replacing the p-th column of A by a column of 1’s. Then 
gp det A = h det AD. 
Proof. Multiply the p-th column of A by g, and add a g, multiple of 
the o-th column (cr # p, 1 < (J < r). 
Given g = (g, ,..., g,.) and k = (k, ,..., k,) we are interested in finding 
integers h that are (g, k) admissible (cf. Remark 1.10). W.1.o.g. we will 
always assumeg, < *.a <g,.Asitturnsout,thecaseg,=p(l <p <r) 
is particularly suited to give an idea of the conditions we shall meet 
when dealing with the general problem. (In this case the values of M 
(cf. Remark 1.10) proceed by “equal steps” of height 1.) 
LEMMA 2.4. Let g = (I,..., r) (r > 1) and k = (k, ,..., k,) be an 
arbitrary r-tuple of positive integers. Then every h E J such that 
has a (g, k) representation. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on r. The lemma is trivial for r = 1; 
suppose it is true for r - 1 (r 3 2). Choose t maximal in 0 < t < k, 
such that h’:=h-rt>O. If t=k,, we have X’=X-rkrt, 
G, - rk,. = G,-, . If t < k, , the maximality of t means 
A - r(t + 1) < -1 
A’ = h - rt < r - 1 < G,-, . 
By induction hypothesis in each case h’ has a (g’, k’) representation, 
where g’ := (l,..., r - I), k’ := (k, ,..., k,-,). This proves the lemma. 
Returning to our problem of finding (g, k) admissible integers for 
g = (l,..., r) we see at once that no h < Y can be (g, k) admissible, as 
every representing matrix would necessarily have a column of 0’s. On 
the other hand it is also clear by Lemma 2.2 that X must not exceed 
G, - r, since otherwise i = G, - h would satisfy i < r. It turns out 
that every X such that ;Y < X < G, - r is indeed (g, k) admissible provided 
k is subject to a weak condition concerning k, only. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let g = (l,..., r) (r 3 1) and k = (k, ,..., k,) be such 
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that k, 3 4, k, 2 1 (2 < p < r). Then any X E J such that 
v<h<GG,-r (1) 
is (g, k) admissible. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on Y. The statement is trivial for 
r = 1 (Note that in the trivial cases Y = 1, 2 it is sufficient to require 
k, > 2.) Suppose now Y > 2 and the theorem is true for all positive 
integers strictly smaller than Y. For p = Y, r - l,..., 2 (in this order) 
choose a0 maximal such that 
0 < a, < k, and i au, < A. 
LJ=p 
Note that since X >, Y 
a, 3 1. 
We distinguish three cases. 
1. a,=k,for2<p<r. 
2. There exists j, 2 < j < Y - I, such that 
aj < kj , up = k, for j + I < p < Y. 
3. a,<& 
1st case. 
Setting 
we obtain by (1) 
a, = k, 3 1 (2 < P < r). 
al :=h-ipa,20 
p-2 
a, < G, - r - 2 pk, = k, - Y. 
0=2 
Now the row vectors of the matrix 
A := 
. aI a2 a3 . . . a, 
a, + 2 a2 - 1 a3 a7 
a, + 3 a2 a3 - 1 a, 
a3 
‘a, + r a2 a3 . . . a, - 1 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
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obviously provide r nonnegative g representations of h [by (4)]. In fact, 
(5) teaches that these are (g, k) representations. Moreover A is non- 
singular, since we get by subtracting the first row of A from every 
remaining row 
a, u2 us -** a, 
2 -1 
0 
det A = det 
3 -1 
I I 
. = (-l)‘-lh # 0. 
. 
. 0 -a* 
r -1 
Thus in the first case h turns out to be (g, k) admissible even without 
use of the induction hypothesis. 
2nd case. There exists j, 2 < j < r - I, such that 
aj < kj , (6) 
a, = k, 3 1 (j + 1 < P < r>. (7) 
This means by the maximality of a, 
hence, introducing 
T 
i:=h- Ipar,, 
0=j 
we have 
(8) 
(9) 
Define 
I 
1 if i=l 
%:= 0 if i#l, 
then, in view of the choice of the a, 
(0 for 1 <p<j-l,p#i 
aD= )I for p=i 
in case i # 0 
(10) 
a,= 0 for 1 <p<j-1 in case i = 0. 
Now we shall apply the induction hypothesis to j putting 
g’ := (l,...,j) k’ := (k, ,..., kJ A’:=j(q+l)+i+l. (11) 
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We have to show 
j<X’<Gj-j. 
The left-hand inequality is trivial; for a proof of the right-hand side 
observe that 
since 
f-1 j-1 
C pk, 2 3 + 1 p = 3 + 3 j(j - 1) > 2j 
p=l p=l 
j?-5j+6>0 (jE 1). 
Hence 
j< Cpk,-jj, 
p=l 
and, using (6), (9), and (12) we find 
(12) 
X’=j(aj+l)+i+l <jkj+i+l 
<jk,+j< ‘&k,-j=Gj-j. 
io=l 
By induction hypothesis A’ is (g’, k’) admissible; let A’ be a representing 
matrix for A’ of size j X j. 
Now we complete A’ to an r x Y matrix A in order to obtain a 
representing matrix for A. 
Let 
A := %+l - l aj+z I 
%+l aj+2 -1 
ajtl aj+2 uj+s - 1 * 
B 
/ . . ..: * %+1 %+2 a, - 1 
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where the (r - j - 1) x j matrix B (which appears only for j < r 
is obtained in the following way: 
For u =j + 2,..., Y set 
BY (8) and (1) 
which implies 
by (7); hence 
A, := i + (T +jai. 
T 
A=i+Cpa,<G,--r 
P’i 
i{-r+jaj,<G,r- f :  pa,=G, 
o=j+l 
‘- - 2) 
(13) 
By Lemma 2.4 there exists for each (T a (g’, k’) representation of A, 
now set B := (boo). 
The row vectors of A provide r nonnegative g representations of A: 
row 1: by (10) and (8) 
ipa,=i+ ipa,=A; 
p=l o=j 
row 2 toj + 1: by (11) 
A’ + (j + l)(q+, - 1) + i pa, = A; 
P-j+2 
row j + 2 to r: by (13) 
A, + i pa, + a(a, - 1) = A 
o=j+l 
D#O 
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These are (g, IX) representations by construction of the matrices A’ and 
B and by (7). 
Next we are going to check that A is nonsingular. First of all we add 
a p-multiple of the p-th column (2 < p < Y) to the first column of A; 
we obtain a matrix A which is A with the first column replaced by a 
column of h’s. Next we subtract the first row of A from every other row 
obtaining 
O/*-q *-uj -11 
.I . I 
:/ . * I 
det A = det 
. I 
01 *-q *-fq --II ---- 
,o ! -1 ! 
I 0 
I 0 
= X(-l)’ -j- 
0 
I 
1 *-ai *-aj -1 / 
/ . 
l det I 
I 
. . I 
I I 
/ *--i *-aj 
-1 / 
j * * -1 I 
-1 
/l’* *’ 
= +l)v-j-ldet / : ! 
I 
! / == (-I)‘-lhdeti I I ! ! 
) * * 
-1 I /l ** 
= (-I)‘-‘; det A’ 
by Lemma 2.3 (* denotes elements of A’). Since det A’ # 0 by induction 
hypothesis, det A # 0 and h is (g, K) admissible. 
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3rd case: a, < kr . By maximality of a, this means 
ra, < A < r(a, + I), 
hence introducing 
i := h - ra, (14) 
wehaveO<i<r-1. 
Defining 
I 
1 if i=l 
a, := 
0 if i#l 
we obtain an analogue of (10) wherej has to be replaced by r. Let 
g’ := (l,..., r - 1) k’ := (k, ,..., k,-,) h':=r+i (15) 
and observe 
T-l T-l 
3 + $-(r - 1) = 4 + c p < A, + c Pk, = c-1. 
0=2 p=2 
(16) 
We distinguish the following cases: 
1’. i<r-2. 
Since r is an integer, r2-77r+12=(r-3)(r-4)>0, that is 
2r - 2 < 3 + &r(r - 1) - (r - l), we find by (16) 
A’ = Y + r - 2 = 2r - 2 < G,-, - (Y - 1). 
2'. i = r - 1 and r # 3,4. 
For Y f 3, 4 we have t2 - 7r + 10 = (r - 2)(r - 5) > 0 i.e., 
2r - 1 < 3 + Qr(r - 1) - (r -- 1); so we find again by (16) 
A’ = Y + Y - 1 = 2r - I < GTml - (r - 1). 
As r - 1 < X’ holds true as well, we know by induction hypothesis for 
r - 1 that X’ is (g’, k’) admissible in each case 1’ or 2’; let A’ be a 
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representing (r - 1) X (r - 1) matrix for A’. We extend A’ to an 
r X r matrix A as follows 
a1 ... a, ... a,-, a, 
a, - 1 
A := 
i . A’ . 
I* 
a,-1 
The row vectors of A provide r (g, k) representations of h by (3) andisince 
r 
c pa, = i + my = h; A’++,-l)=h 
p=l 
by (14) and (15), respectively. 
Nonsingularity of A can be verified by similar arguments as in case 2. 
It remains to consider 
3’. r = 3,4andi= r- 1. 
In these cases it is directly seen that h is (g, k) admissible: If Y = 3, 
i = 2; i.e., X = 3t + 2 (1 < t < ka); then 01 t
A:=20 t [ 1 3 1 t-l 
is a representing matrix for A. 
If Y = 4, i = 3; i.e., X = 4t + 3 (1 < t < k4); then 
001 t 
110 t 
A:=300 t i I 2 1 1 t-1 
is a suitable matrix showing that X is (g, k) admissible. 
This proves our theorem. 
Remark 2.6. If Y 3 3, the condition k, > 4, k, > 1 (2 < p < Y) is 
indeed necessary to make sure that all A, r < X < G, - Y, are (g, k) 
admissible. It is possible to weaken the first inequality to k, >, 3, however, 
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one has to require k, 3 2, kp 3 1 (3 < p < r) in order to maintain the 
statement of Theorem 2.5-we shall obtain this result as a special case 
of the more general Theorem 3.5 in Section 3. 
If k, = 3, k, = 1, k, 3 1 (3 < p < r) there are “exceptional” h’s in 
r < X < G, - Y for small r; it is not difficult to verify the content of 
the following table 
Similar results hold for k, = 2; 1. 
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3. ARBITRARY SETS OF WEIGHTS 
In this section we are going to treat the general case. Given a weight 
vector g = (g, ,..., gr) and a set of “box seizes” k = (k, ,. , ,, K,) we wilI 
obtain full “flashes” of (g, k) admissible h’s: 
This is a natural generalization of the results of Section 2. Of course the 
question arises how the quantities R, should be defined. 
The first guess one might venture in view of Section 2 is R, = g, . 
But this is readily destroyed, for, as Y = 2, g, > 3 and g, = g, + 1 (so 
that g, and g, are relatively prime), it is easily seen that X = g, + 1 
does not even have a nonnegative g representation, not to speak of 
admissibility. Indeed, the first problem is to clear the question of 
nonnegative representations. This, as will be seen, leads to certain 
“natural” lower bounds N, , which in turn imply the definition of R, . 
Having answered this question we still have to ponder about require- 
ments concerning the “box seize” k, (1 < p < Y). In the case g, = p 
(Section 2) there was only the assumption K, > 4 that was essential in 
order to prove an admissibility theorem. Clearly this will not suffice in 
a more general case. For, if kr and g, exceed K, and g, , respectively, 
(l<p<r)by 1 g a ar e amount, it is likely that big multiples of g, have 
only “few” nonnegative representations, so that either R, should be 
unduly large or further conditions will have to be imposed on the k, ; 
clearly one should decide for the second alternative. 
We start out with the definitions of the numbers and bounds in 
question; we shall refer to this list throughout this section. 
Given g = (g, ,..., gl.) such that 0 <gi <g, < ... < gr and k = 
(k 1 ,..., k,), define 
d" :=g1, d, := g.c.d.(g, ,..., g,) (1 < f < y), (1) 
dp--l := do-,/d, E J (1 < f < r), (2) 
(3) 
N,, := 0, N,, := (d-1 - l)(g, - d,) $ No-, (1 <<p <y), (4) 
R, := N, + h, (1 < f < f-j. (5) 
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Again, as in Section 2, we put 
Go := 0, G, := .k,g, + G,-, (1 < p < f-1. (6) 
Note that 
LEMMA 3.1. Let Y = 2. 
1. Suppose X = 0 mod d, and h > N, . Then X has a nonnegative 
g representation. N, is the smallest number having this property. 
2. If 
k, 3 g&4 - 1, k, 2 g&z - 1 (7) 
and if h in addition satis$es N2 < h < G, - N, , then A has a (g, k) 
representation. 
Proof. It is useful to introduce the notation I1 := g,/dz , fz := gzld, , 
so that g.c.d. (g’i , ~a) = 1. 
1st step. The numbers 
span all residue classes mod & : for, if two of them would span the same 
residue class, then we would have a relation 
i.e., 
P& = 48, mod& , (9) 
(P - Q)& = 45 > (10) 
where p, q, 1 E J satisfy w.1.o.g. 0 < q < p < 8, - 1. Since 
(10) implies that g”i and f2 have nontrivial common factors, which is 
impossible. 
Consequently the numbers 
@I - l)&! 9 (A - l>g’z - 1,..., (& - l>g”z - (2, - 1) = (g, - l)(& - 1) 
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that also span all residue classes mod g, , are already elements of residue 
classes spanned by the numbers (8), while (j, - l)(g”, - 1) - 1 is not. 
Therefore for any A’ > (g, - I)(,& - 1) there exists K E J, 0 < K < 
bi - 1, such that 
i.e., A’ has a nonnegative g representation. Multiplying by d, proves the 
first part of the lemma. 
2nd step. By what we proved in the first step there exists a non- 
negative g representation (a, , q,) of A, that is, 
A = a,g,+ a,g,. (11) 
Obviously up > k, (p = 1, 2) is impossible, since (11) would imply 
h > G, . W.1.o.g. we treat the case a, < k, . If, in addition, a2 < k, , 
then we are through. If a2 > k, , i.e., a2 > gi , then 
The minimality property of t, means 
a2 - 0, - l)g”, > k, , (12) 
which implies by (7) 
0 < a, - tog”, < k, . (13) 
On the other hand we have 
0 < a, + t,,g”, < k, , (14) 
since the assumption a, + tog”, y ) k, + 1 leads to a contradiction: 
namely, by use of (12) we would have 
h = w, + azg, >, (4 + t - 4,g'2)g, + (k, + 1 + tog", -il)g, 
=G,+g,+go-jglgz=G,--N,+d,>G,-iV2. 
From (13), (14), and X = (a, + tOg2) g, + (a2 - tog”l) g, it is seen that 
(al + 4A , a2 - t&r) is a (g, k) representation of A. 
Next we will prove an analogue of Lemma 3.1 for arbitrary Y. The 
conditions we shall have to impose on the k, , of course, should degenerate 
to (7) if r is specialized to 2. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let r 3 2 and g, k be such that the following conditions 
are satisjied: 
kg, 3 max(&,+l + @p-l - 2) g, + 4 - do-, ; (& - 1) g,) 
(1 < p d r - I), 
(15) 
k&T 3 G-1 - 1) gr . (16) 
Then every h = 0 mod d, such that 
N, < h < G, - NT 
has a (g, k) representation. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on r. The statement holds true for 
r = 2 by Lemma 3.1. Suppose now r > 2 and the theorem is true for 
r - 1. Our first step is to verify 
G,-, - 2N,-1 3 d-,<g, - 4) (17) 
by an additional induction. Clearly 
Gl - 2K = kg, 3 &gz - 4) 
according to (15), and for 2 < p < r - 1 we have 
G, - 2N, - dko+l - do+,) 
= kg, + Go-1 - 2N,-1 - @-I - l)(g, - 4) - &go+, - do+,) 
3 G,-, - 2N,-1 - dpP--l(gp - 4, 
using (6), (4), and (15). This proves (17). 
For the rest of the proof we shall use the notation &. : = g,/d, E J. The 
numbers 
0, kr 9 % ,‘..j (L-1 - l)A 
span all residue classes mod 6,-r . Therefore, given A’ 3 (&-r - l)(& - l), 
there is K E J such that 
0 < K < dTel - 1; A’ - Kgv = 0 mod $-, ; h’ - qfT > 0 (18) 
(cf. the proof of Lemma 3.1, 1st step). 
Observing that 
X = Omodd,, N,-, = 0 mod d, , 
X > N, = NT-1 + (de, - l>(g., - 44, 
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i.e., 
(l/W - Nr-1) 2 (Jr-1 - l)(~~ - l), 
we find K as in (18) for A’ : = (l/d,.)(h - NT-i), that is, 
0 < K < Jr-, - 1 (19) 
(l/d,)@ - N,-,) - I& = 0 mod dr-i , (1 /&)(A - NT-,) - Kg’, 3 0. 
This reads also 
h - N,-, - Kg, = 0 mod d,-, , h - N,-, - Kg,. > 0 
or 
h - Kg, = 0 mod d,-, x - KgT > NT--I. 
We now put 
g’ := (81 >.**> 8,-l), k’ := (k, )...) KY_,). 
If then h - K& < G,_, - NY-, , we are already done, since, by 
induction hypothesis, there is a (g’, k’) representation of h - Kgr and, 
according to (19), K < drpI - 1 < ,4, by (16). Suppose therefore that 
X - Kg, > G,-, - NT-, . Let 
t, := min{t E J [ h - (K + t drpl)g,. < G,-, - N,-,} > 0. 
It follows that 
h - (K + (to - 1) d^,-,)g, > G,-, - N,-, . (20) 
Since dr,_,gr = d,-,iT , on either side of this inequality there is a multiple 
of L, , so it can be improved upon by 
x - (K + (to - 1) dr-l)gr 2 G,-, - N,-, + d,-, . (21) 
This together with (17) yields 
NTel = X - (K + f, k-1) g, < G,-, - NT-1 . 
Using induction hypothesis we have a (g’, k’) representation of 
A-(K+f&)&. 
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Therefore, all we have to supply is an estimation of K + t&r . But by (21) 
(K + (to - 1) &-d g, < A - (C-1 - Nr-1) - L, 
,< (G - %,) - (N, - NT-l) - 4-l 
= kg, - 6, - l>(gr - 4 - L, 
that is 
zzz k TBT - kg, + g, - 4 3 
hence 
which proves our theorem. 
Our next aim is to prove a similar theorem concerning admissibility 
of X. We will cut down the bulk of auxiliary statements by proving 
several smaller lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let r = 2. 
1. Suppose h = 0 mod d2 and X > Ri, . Then h has (at least) two 
different nonnegative g representations. R, is the smallest number having 
this property. 
2. If 
k, > 2Wh,) - 1, 4 2 ‘G/4) - 1 (22) 
and if h in addition satisjes 
R, < h < G, - R, (23) 
then X is (g, k) admissible. 
Proof. We introduce the short notation g”, : = g,/dz , fz := gz/dz . 
1st step. As X > R, = N, + dIg2 = N2 + g,g, , we have 
h-&g,3N2; 
since also h - g,g, = 0 mod d, , there is a nonnegative g representation 
(al F a,) of h - J,g, by Lemma 3.1, that is, 
h - AZ2 = h - hi2 = ad1 + a2g2 . 
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Consequently 
h = (a1 +a.!3 f %Yz 
= a1g1 + (a2 +21)&. 
The minimality property of R, is easily verified. 
2nd step. Since (22) and (23) b o viously imply the hypotheses 
of Theorem 3.2 for Y = 2, there exists at least one (g, k) representation 
of X. Among all (g, k) representations (ai , at) of h choose the one with 
minimal a, . If 
then the representation (ai - gZ, ua + 8,) shows that X is (g, k) 
admissible. Hence it remains to consider the cases 
or 
a1 < ie (24) 
a2 > k, -2, . (25) 
Let us assume that (24) prevails [if (25) is true, the argument is 
symmetric]. Clearly, ua < g, cannot hold together with (24), since 
a, < & - 1, u2 < gr - 1 would imply 
h < (& - 1 )gl + (& - l>g, = fzz - d, - 
Consequently we may assume u2 > g, . Since (24) means a, + ga < k, , 
(a1 + 22 3 a2 - 2,) is an additional (g, k) representation of h which is 
linearly independent from (ui , a,); hence X is (g, k) admissible. 
In order to prove a general theorem about admissibility of h for 
4 < X < G, - R, , we have to generalize the conditions (22) of 
Lemma 3.3. Define 
I, := 0, 1, := max(2h, ; dog,+,) (1 < p < r - I), 
then the conditions for the k, are 
kg, 3 m=+hb + (A-, - 2) go + 4 - L, + 4 - L, ; (24-, - 1) g,), 
(1 <p<r-1) (26) 
k rgr 2 (244 - 1) g, * (27) 
607/10/l-3 
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Note that (26) and (27) indeed collapse to (22) as r = 2, and that they 
degenerate to 
k, > 3, k, 3 2, k, 3 1 (3 < p < y) (y > 3) 
as g, = p. 
Another interesting case is obtained, if g, = 1 and g,, < 2gPWl 
(3 < p < r) (that is, the g, are not too rapidly increasing). It may then 
be verified that (26) and (27) collapse to 
k, 3 2g, - 1, k, 2 2, k, >, 1 (3 < P < y) (y > 3). 
LEMMA 3.4. If (26) is satisfied, then 
Go - 2% 2 &&+1 - 4+1h (28) 
(l<P<Y-1) 
G, - 2N, a &%+l - do+,)- 
Proof. Obviously 
bL 2 4-l& + 4&+1 - 2g, + d, - 4-l + 1, - 4-l 
Summing up we obtain 
(29) 
(1 < p < Y  - 1). 
Since R, = N, + h, , (28) . is verified by using Z, > 2h, ; (29) follows 
from I, 3 4g,+, . 
THEOREM 3.5. Let r > 2 and g, k be such that the conditions (26) and 
(27) are satisjied. Then every h E 0 mod d, such that 
is (g, k) admissible. 
R, < A < G, - R, (30) 
Proof. By induction on r. The case Y = 2 is already treated in 
Lemma 3.3. Let us therefore assume that Y > 2 and the theorem is 
trueforr- 1. 
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Using the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 we find an 
integer K such that 
0 < K < Jr-, - 1, 
Let 
X - Kg, = 0 mod d,-, , X - Kg, 3 R,-, . 
g’ := (8, Yrg,-l> k’ := (k, ,..., k,-& 
If h - ~g, > G,-, - R,-, , let 
t, := min(t E J 1 X - (K + t&-r) g, < G,-, - R,-J > 0 
then exactly by the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3.2- 
only replace N,-, by R,-, in (20), etc., and instead of (17) use (28)-it 
can be shown that 
and 
R,-, < A - (K + d.-,k, < G,-, - RF-, 
K + t,d,-, < k, . 
If h - Kg,. < G,-, - R,-, , put t, = 0. Now set K’ := K + t,&, , 
h’ := h - K’g, ; then A’ satisfies 
R r--l e A’ < G,-, - R,-, > (31) 
A’ = 0 mod d,_, , 
and hence is (g’, k’) admissible by induction hypothesis; let A’ be a 
representing matrix for h’. Since h = h’ + ic’g, and K’ satisfies 
O<K'<k,., the first r -- 1 rows of the Y x r matrix 
yield r - 1 (g, k) representations of A. In order to show that X is (g, k) 
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admissible we have to find one more (g, k) representation (b, ,..., br) of A. 
This will be done by use of Theorem 3.2. 
If h - Kg, > G,-, - NT-, , let 
SO := min{s E J / h - (K + s&r) g, < G,-, - N,-r) > 0, 
Sl := so + 1. 
Then, similarly to what was done above and in the proof of Theorem 3.2, 
it is seen that 
IVrpl G h - (K + sl$-l)g, < h - (K + Sod&?r d G,-, - %l (32) 
(note that the “interval” [IV,-, , Gr-, - Nr-,] is now “double spaced” 
according to Lemma 3.4) and 
h-(K+(So-1)&l)&> G-,--r-,. (33) 
From (33) we obtain as usual 
X - (K + (so - 1) &) g, > G-, - NT-I + dwl ’ 
that is, 
(K + (so - 1) dr-& < h - (G-1 - NT-I) - &-I 
< G, - R, - (Grel - NT--I) - &-I 
< k,g, - ~T--lgT - (NT - NT-11 - 4-l 
< k,g, - 2Li,-,g, + g, - 4 . 
Consequently 
which implies 
(34) 
If A - Kg, < G,-, - N,-, , let 
so := 0, s1 := 1. 
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Once more (34) is satisfied, since k, > 26,-, - 1 [cf. (27)]. On the other 
hand (32) is true as 
x - (K + Qgr 3 R, - (K + d.-,,g, > N, - Kg, 
= Iv,. - (drdl - 1) g, = N,-, -t (drpl - l)(gr - d,.) - (& - 1) g, 
= N,-, - (d,-, - d,) > NT-, - d,_, 
and hence as usual x - (K f drpl) g, 3 NY-, . 
At least one of the numbers s,, , s1 is different from t, , let this be TV . 
Then, using (32), we obtain a (g’, k’) representation of 
say, (bl ,..., L) according to Theorem 3.2. Moreover, by (34) 
(b, ,+--3 b,-, , b,), (35) 
where b, := K + T,,G!~-, is a (g, k) representation of X such that 
b, # K’. (36) 
Thus we have defined the last row of the matrix A. The theorem is 
proved if we can show that the matrix A is nonsingular. 
By Lemma 2.3 we have 
g, det A = X det A+; 
on the other hand 
det A = det 
0 
A' : 
0 
b, ... b,.p, b, - K’ 
= (6, - K’) det A' + K’ det AT; 
+ det 
A’ 
--- 
b, ..a b,p, 
hence det A = 0 would imply det A’ = 0 and det A’ = 0 by (36), but 
A’ is nonsingular by induction hypothesis. Q.E.D. 
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Remark 3.6. The construction of the matrix A can be arranged 
such that the p-th column of A does not consist of O’s and k,‘s only, 
provided k, > 1 (1 < p < r). This is immediately verified for r = 2. 
As Y > 2, using the notation of the preceding proof, we have 
K’ = K + todri,_, ; b, = K + T& ; ~(l~E~~,~o+ 11, 70 # to * 
1st case: t, = 0, s0 = 0. Then T,, = 1, hence K’ = K < K + &-, = 
b ‘= 0 and b, = k, would imply k, = dr-i , which is impossible, 
s&z,” k, > 2&i - 1 and k, > 2. 
2nd case: t, > 0, so = 0. If t, = 1, then T,, = 0 and 
b, = K < K + & = K’. 
b, = 0 and K’ = k, again would imply k, = d+, . If t, 3 2, then T,, = 1 
is possible, hence b, = K + a,-, < K f t,&, = K’ and we have b, f 0. 
3rd case: t, > 0, so > 0. Then TV > 0 and b, # 0, K’ # 0. 
Remark 3.7. We have seen that for Y = 2 the numbers N, and Rr 
are “optimal” bounds (cf. Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.3). However, for 
r 3 3, this is not necessarily true. For example any integer starting from 3 
has a nonnegative (3,4, 5) representation, whereas N, = Na = 6. 
On the other hand, there are cases where N, is sharp. For example, let 
gr ,..., g, be such that for some s, 0 \( s < r, the following holds 
d,-, > d, , do-, = d, (s + 1 < p < Y) [de, := 2do]. 
Then N, = N, is an optimal bound if gs+i > N, . 
4. SUMMARY 
Suppose em = f a 0 m is an extreme element of C. According to 
Theorem 1.5 we may w.1.o.g. assume that mi < 1 - 01 (i E Q). Then 
there is an integer-valued ME 2I and h E J, 0 < X < M(Q), such that 
(M - A)+ 
ea = eA/MW = wQ)-- . 
(M and X are essentially unique.) Enumerating the positive ones of the 
values (MJisn by the “weights” g, < g, < .** <g, of M we find that 
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iWi is constant on the “boxes” K, = (i E Q ( Mi = g,,}. Moreover 
C”i)i& is the unique solution of the linear system 
while kkoe is the unique solution of the system 
X is necessarily a value which is limited by a lower and upper bound lying 
symmetrically in the interval [O, M(Q)], that is, there exists B E J, 
g, < B < R, , such that 
B <A < M(O)- B, 
where R, is a “natural” generalization of g, [cf. 3.(5)]. 
If M is a “measure of equal steps” (i.e., g, = p), then B = Y = g, . 
However, in general it is quite possible that B > g, . There are cases 
where B = R, as well. The value of B depends on the number-theoretical 
properties of g = (g, ,..., g,). 
Conversely assume that an integer-valued measure ME YL is given 
by a positive “weight vector” g = (g, ,..., g,.) and mutually disjoint 
“boxes” or “sets of constancy” K, C 52 (1 < p < Y) via 
Let k, = ; I(, / (1 < p < Y) be the “box size” numbers and write 
k = (k, ,..., k,). Then we have 
THEOREM 4. I. If g, k satisfy the conditions 3 (26) and 3 (27), then for 
every h E J, X = 0 mod d, , such that 
R, < X < M(R) - R, 
the set function 
eR = f” 0 m = [l/(1 - ~)](m - E)*, 
where m := M/M(J2), CI := X/M(Q), is extreme in Cl. 
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Proof. h is (g, K) d a missible by Theorem 3.5 [note that G, = M(G)], 
hence, according to Remark 1.10, the reduced defining system of e” is 
nondegenerate. In view of Theorem 1.8, the proof is complete if we can 
verify the separation condition. To this end, suppose mi = mj (i, j E 52, 
i # j). If mi = mj = 0, then it is trivial that i and j are separated by QoI . 
If mi = mj > 0, then i, jEK, for some p, 1 <p <Y. In view of Qa(m) = QA(M) 
it suffices to show that the representing matrix A of X is such that the 
p-th column of A does not consist of elements 0 and K, only, for in this 
case some sets Ta E QA , as constructed in Remark 1 .lO, will cut out 
proper pieces from K,, . But as i, j E K, , we have K, = 1 K, j > 2, hence 
the desired property of A is just stated in Remark 3.6. Q.E.D. 
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